LSLC BLS INSTRUCTOR
MONITORING INFORMATION

1. IN ORDER TO MAINTAIN YOUR INSTRUCTOR STATUS YOU MUST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
   • To be released as an instructor once an instructor class has been completed
   • Please Note: Your first monitor session must be completed within six months of an instructor course.
   • Then you will need to be monitored once every two years before your instructor renewal date.

2. THE PERSON WHO MONITORS YOU MUST BE A BLS TRAINING CENTER FACULTY or REGIONAL FACULTY aligned with the LSLC. NO Exceptions!

3. IT IS THE INSTRUCTORS RESPONSIBILITY TO KEEP CURRENT WITH THEIR MONITORING STATUS AND INFORM THE LSLC WHEN MONITORING IS NEEDED.
   • Please remember to give advance notice when calling/emailing for an appointment to be monitored

4. Your BLS Instructor card is also your provider card.